Weekday is a daily two hour public affairs program. Host Steve Scher, Producer Katy Sewall and Producer David Hyde track trends in society and culture. Weekday brings newsmakers, commentators and listeners together to explore the stories behind the news headlines.
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Wednesday on Weekday at 9:00 a.m.

2/20/2008 at 9:00 a.m.

Shame and the Law with Martha Nussbaum

Audio available at 10:05 a.m.

A lawmaker in Washington State proposes fluorescent–yellow license plates as a punishment for drunk driving. A judge in Massachusetts forces a college kid to stand in front of a police station wearing a toga. Are these so–called ‘shaming laws’ making a comeback? What are the origins of these laws? Should an emotion like shaming play a major role in our legal system today? Do shaming laws work? We'll take up these question and more this hour with legal thinkers including Martha Nussbaum of the University of Chicago.

Guests:
Steve Calandrillo is Professor of Law at the University of Washington.
Dan Markel is assistant professor at Florida State University College of Law.
Martha Nussbaum is Ernst Freund Distinguished Service Professor of Law and Ethics at the University of Chicago. She's the author of articles and books including *Hiding from Humanity: Disgust, Shame, and the Law*.

Related Links:
KUOW does not endorse nor control the content viewed on these links as they appear now or in the future.

Related Links:

- 'Bill Proposes Scarlet Letter for DUI’s,' *The Seattle Times*
- 'Bill Dies, No Doubt from Embarrassment,' *Yakima–Herald*
- 'Hiding from Humanity: Disgust, Shame, and the Law,' *Princeton*
- 'Sign of the times'*
- 'Bad cop in Thailand? Say Hello to Kitty,' *USA Today*
- 'Regulation By Shaming'*
- Task force recommends repealing ‘shaming’ law for DUI offenders
- *Ingenious Punishments*
- *Dan Markel*

Wednesday on Weekday at 10:00 a.m.

2/20/2008 at 10:00 a.m.

The New Afghanistan

---

Staff

- **Steve Scher**, Senior Host
- **Katy Sewall**, Talk Show Producer
- **David Hyde**, Talk Show Producer

Regulars

- **Knute Berger**: editor-at-large of *Seattle Magazine* and the Mossback at Crosscut.com
- **Cliff Mass**: Weekend Weather Forecast
- **Vaughn Palmer**: correspondent for the *Vancouver Sun*
- **D. Parvaz**: columnist for *The Seattle Times*
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---
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- **Weekday**
- **Weekday High**

Related Links:

- Carl Elliott's Archived Gardening Segment
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KUOW's High School Internship Program.
A conversation on the week's news in Canada from our Canadian correspondent, Vaughn Palmer, political correspondent for the Vancouver Sun.

A group of Afghani officials just arrived in Seattle to take classes at the UW's Evans School of Public Affairs. What do they hope to learn? What problems do they hope to solve in post-Taliban Afghanistan? Also, how are they adjusting to Seattle? How does it compare to life in Kabul? We also to talk Afghani–American Professor, Nazif Shahrani.

Guests:
Vaughn Palmer, political correspondent for the Vancouver Sun.
Ahmad Jamshid Arefi is Project Director, and Head of Capacity Building Unit for the The Independent Administrative Reform and Civil Service Commission in Afghanistan.
Noorullah Zaheer is with the The Independent Administrative Reform and Civil Service Commission in Afghanistan.
Mir Zarif is Project Management Specialist with the U.S. Agency for International Development.
Nazif Shahrani is an Afghan–American and professor of anthropology, as well as chairman of Near Eastern languages and cultures at Indiana University. He received his Ph.D from the University of Washington in 1976. He is also a trustee of the new American University of Afghanistan and was in Kabul in 2007. He is currently writing a book on post-Taliban Afghanistan.

Related Links:
KUOW does not endorse nor control the content viewed on these links as they appear now or in the future.

- Vancouver Sun
- USAID Afghanistan
- Kabul Gets Three Hours of Electricity A Day
- 'Afghan Opium Fields Show Failure of U.S. Economic–Aid Efforts,' Bloomberg
- Karzai Asks for Help to Build more Madrassas